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River networks have been regarded as excellent examples of self-similar patterns in nature. Fractal characteristics
of river networks have been quantified through scaling relations between several morphologic variables (e.g., Hack,
1957; Flint, 1974). In particular, Horton’s legendary study on scaling properties between numbers and lengths of
streams in different orders (Horton, 1945) has significantly influenced research studies in this subject.

Today, Horton’s laws are referred to the log-linear relationships of three variables across stream orders, i.e., number,
length, and area which is later added by Schumm (1956). In a closer look, there is a conceptual inconsistency
between their definitions though. While length is defined as the length of stream of a specific order only, area by
its definition includes drainage area of lower order streams. To deal with this inconsistency, there was an attempt
to distinguish the average area drained directly by the stream of a particular order in the Hortonian formulation
(Marani et al., 1991; Beer and Borgas, 1993).

Nevertheless, there remains an interesting problem in the definition of directly drained area for 1st order and for the
rest orders in these studies. While the whole area of 1st order stream is regarded as the directly drained area in these
studies, for a channel to form it needs the minimum drainage area named source area. In this study, we evaluate
how significant considering this zero order area separately is in understanding overall river network organization.
To this end, we define new expression for the directly drained area and revisit Horton’s laws with a generalized
formulation. To test the proposed ideas, several river networks extracted from digital elevation models (DEMs) are
analyzed.
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